
SPECIFICATIONS

The All-Round Rotary Mixer

The RM4 Rotary Mixer is very much an all-rounder, with near endless potential for different 

applications. Perfect for mixing larger laboratory bottles and flasks right though to wine and food 

products, the RM4 has made a home in a wide range of industries. Available with or without an 

inter-locked safety enclosure, the RM4 is easily customised to suit almost any job you can throw 

at it.

 Extremely Versatile

 Custom Made Carriers Available

 6-57 RPM Speed Range

 End to End & Rolling Mixing Actions

 Digital Control & Large LED Displays

 Super Quiet Operation

RM4
Rotary Mixer - Digital

Supplied as standard, the RM4 can accommodate up to 4 x Ratek UMC1/2/3/4 

clamps, allowing test tubes, vials, lab bottles, wine bottles, beer bottles or 

virtually any piece of laboratory glassware to be rotated to give an end to end 

mixing action. By mounting the clamps at 90°, a rolling action can be achieved 

inside the vessel on the same machine.

The RM4 can be supplied with custom designed carriers to suit your application, 

including fully enclosed hinged containers, and extended mixing bars with large 

numbers of clips to suit small vials or tubes. 

The RM4 features precision digital speed control which is complemented by the 

Ratek silent-belt drive system and long life brushless motor, as well as large 

highly visible digital LED timer and tachometer displays and audible alarm.

Built in Melbourne, supported locally and supplied with our unparalleled warranty 

and backup service, the RM4 is the perfect fit for a wide range of applications, 

and makes light work of specialised mixing jobs.

Product Code Description

SP707 Inter-locked safety enclosure for RM4

UMC1/2/3/4 Universal clamps to suit RM4

RELATED PRODUCTS

AUSTRALIAN 3 PARTS WARRANTY
YEAR

MADE & SUPPORTED

RM4

Mixing action  End over end
 Rolling (custom)

Capacity 4kgs evenly loaded

Speed range 6-57 RPM

Speed control type Precision Digital + Tacho

Timer 0-99 mins or 0-99 hrs

LED speed and time display Yes

Program presets 3 x user configurable presets

Motor and drive type Long life super-quiet brushless AC with 
replaceable belt drive

Safety features Motion interrupt cut out

Power input 240 VAC/130W

Overall dimensions W455 x D400 x H335mm

 Can be lengthened as required

Nett weight 10 kg




